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Santa Rosa Plain Hydrologic Model Update
and Draft Water Budget Summary
Key Update Summaries:
Model simulation timeframe extension
Municipal and Industrial pumping
Rural Domestic Pumping

Draft Water Budget Summaries:
Groundwater Budget:

◦ Groundwater inflows
◦ Groundwater outflows
◦ Change in groundwater storage

Impervious surface representation
Septic Return flows
Agricultural pumping

 Land use processing
 Crop area by crop types
 Total agricultural pumping for SRP basin

Next steps

o Model Calibration Verification
o water level hydrographs
o streamflows

o Develop surface water budget

Objective: Learn about the model improvements and water budget components,
provide feedback on budget timeframes, and recommended areas for refinements

Two types of model updates:
1) Temporal Updates:
Update model simulation timeframe ending in
2015 (SRPHM 1.0) to 2018 (SRPHM 1.0+)
 Update input datasets from 2015 to 2018 using
existing model structure and assumptions.
 Example: extend climate inputs

2) Revisions/improvements to How Model
Simulates Processes:
Example: Agricultural pumping was previously
estimated externally from model. Now, it is
estimated internally, incorporating more
hydrologic processes, such as excess irrigation
causing runoff or percolation to groundwater.

Temporal updates
Transient Imperviousness

*entire model area

Different users

Update Municipal and Industrial Pumping

Update Climate inputs

SRPHM 1.0 used a single map of
imperviousness from 2001.
SRPHM 1.0+ now uses datasets from:
1974, 1986, 2001, 2006, 2011 and 2016

Model Revision

Rural domestic pumping and Septic Return
Flows
Rural domestic parcels with
groundwater pumping in
the SRPHM 1.0+

Original model appears to have overestimated rural
domestic pumping.
New methodology uses better information on location of
pumping (parcels identified in Rate Study) and where it is
applied in model.
Septic return flows estimated from indoor water use

*entire model area

Land uses and criteria used to
determine which crops are
simulated in model:
Using DWR land use map as starting point:

 Filter non-irrigated crops
 Remove crops overlying parcels with affidavits
attesting no GW use
 Pastures and Grains mapped with recycled water as
main source assumed to not use GW. Nearly all
remaining pastures/grains simulated as using
recycled water + GW
 Other crops that receive recycled water and use GW
are not removed
 Extend pastures and grains crops to previous years
due to limited data (2012 dataset used for 1986 –
2018)
 Golf courses (turfgrass) not served by own GW
source were removed

Model Revision

Water budget requirements and
definitions
In accordance with the GSP Regulations §354.18, the water
budget provides an accounting and assessment of:
• the total annual volume of surface water and
groundwater entering and leaving the basin
• change in the volume of groundwater in storage
• current, historical and projected future estimates
Model budget also needed for:
• Estimate sustainable yield
• Determine surface water depletion
• Evaluate how surface and GW systems have responded to
historical changes
• Evaluate effect of proposed projects and management
actions that help achieve sustainability goal, if necessary
• Help identify monitoring requirements

Estimated total groundwater pumping
per crop
Model output: groundwater pumping per crop

Preliminary model output

Preliminary model output

Preliminary model output

Mean

Historical (WY 1976-2018)
Change in Storage,
Acre-feet per year

Current Period (WY 2012-2018)
Change in Storage,
Acre-feet per year

-600

-2,100

Preliminary model output

Historical, current, and projected water
budget conditions
Current period needs to represent current conditions.
Historical period needs to extend as early as reliable data exists, and should
demonstrate how past water supply availability has impacted aquifer
conditions (legal minimum: 10 years)
Projected period needs to include at least 50 years of future conditions

• Developed after historical and current budget is complete
• Will include future projected demands (to be recommended through practitioner
workgroups) and future climate scenario
• Will provide baseline scenario for use in simulating and evaluating potential projects
and action alternatives

Historical

Current

Historical and current
water budget conditions
Seeking input from Advisory Committee:
Is the current period representative of
current conditions?
2 dry years + 2 wet years
When should historical period start?
Historical period needs to start at water
year 1976 at earliest (due to model) and
should extend to most recent available data
Suggested water budget periods:
HISTORICAL PERIOD: water years 1976-2018
CURRENT PERIOD: water years 2012-2018

Current
Historical

A water year starts in October and ends in September.
The year is defined by calendar year in which it ends.

Next steps:
•
•
•
•

Check model calibration (i.e.: how well does model reproduce key observed data?)
Develop surface water and watershed budgets
Prepare Draft Historical and Current Water Budget sections of GSP for AC review
Develop and consider options for projected future water budget

How does updated
model reproduce
observed
groundwater
hydrographs?
Groundwater hydrograph

Currently updating observed data past 2010

How does updated model reproduce streamflows?
What part of hydrographs is well/poorly matched?

